
The idea behind the Kinetic Global personal safety app is for employees to have access to the 
safety resources and support they need in an emergency. 

From a single app, employees are provided 24/7 situational awareness of threats and events in 
their immediate vicinity in addition to on-demand protection when they find themselves in a 
vulnerable situation where they may need emergency and/or medical services. 

With an always-on connection to Kinetic Global’s 24/7 Global Security Operations Center, the 
personal safety app can summon help or medical support immediately.

Take the burden off your internal teams when it comes to providing safety and/or medical 
assistance to your employees in need. 

What good is an employee safety app without employee adoption and buy-in? Kinetic Global’s 
app adoption processes are world-class. In fact, Kinetic Global adoption rates are 3x the industry 
standard - which means your employees get the protection they need and you get the peace of 
mind you deserve.

Personal Safety App
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Feature Everbridge Onsolve Alert Media Kinetic Global

Supported by Kinetic Global's 
GSOC

Safety Modes (Timer Mode/
Thumb Mode)

Access to company safety 
resources and support

Mobile threat data

Bi-directional feedback and 
tip reporting provides "see 
something, say something" 
insight

Competitive Feature Analysis
PERSONAL SAFETY APP

Percent of Feature 
Coverage Among 
Competitors

Kinetic Global  |  100%

Everbridge  |  40%

Onsolve  | 44%

Alert Media  |  27%

100%:
Fully featured 

40%

44%

27%
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CALL US
(858)633-3997

EMAIL US
info@kineticglobal.com

Make the switch today!
Our dedicated team of migration experts make getting 

up and running with Kinetic Global’s all-in-one platform 

simple, painless, and quick.

Feature Everbridge Onsolve Alert Media Kinetic Global

Proven process for user adoption 
- best in class mobile adoption 
rate exceeds industry standard 
by 3x

Directly tied into 911 and global 
equivalents

Custom branding

Award winning mobile app 
design

Mobile response plans and 
templates

Reverse GEO-code 911 & Global 
equivalent

Two-way communication

Location-based alerts

Locate traveling employees

Dynamic locations (understand 
where your employees are 
located, all the time)

Incident zones

Mobile adoption support


